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In This IssueGrandma Knows Best
KINDER ET AL., PAGE 505
The ability of a pregnant mother to tolerate immunological conflict with her fetus
is improved if the fetal antigens overlap with the antigens of the mother’s own
mother. This tolerance is due to the accumulation of immunosuppressant Tregs
in the mother when she herself was in utero.Defense against Dengue
ROBINSON ET AL., PAGE 493
A structure-based approach allows for the development of a monoclonal anti-
body that targets an immunologically quiet epitope to effectively neutralize all
four serotypes of the dengue virus. This antibody treats several symptoms of
severe infection in animal models and may provide strategies for treatment in
humans.Tackling HD Sooner Rather than Later
LEE ET AL., PAGE 516
The identification of gene loci that delay or hasten Huntington’s disease onset demonstrates that the disease is modifiable
prior to clinical diagnosis and offers a genetic route to identify potential pharmacological targets for treatment prior to disease
onset.The History of Barley
POURKHEIRANDISH ET AL., PAGE 527
Domestication of barley involved duplication and neo-functionalization of two genes that reduce the thickness of the cell wall
in the tissue that holds the grain to the stalk. These variations that enabled crop domestication emerged twice at different
times and locations in human history, contributing to the emergence of early agrarian societies.Taking the ATP out of Respiration
BIRSOY ET AL., PAGE 540
SULLIVAN ET AL., PAGE 552
Why domammalian cells actually need their mitochondrial electron transport chain and oxidative respiration to proliferate? As
demonstrated by two papers in this issue, the primary role of respiration is not ATP generation per se, but supporting the syn-
thesis of aspartate.Staging Pluripotency in the Cell Cycle
GONZALES ET AL., PAGE 564
A high-throughput RNAi screen reveals the intrinsic roles of the S and G2
phases of the cell cycle in regulating the exit from pluripotency. Together with
previously reported roles of the G1 phase in pluripotent cell differentiation,
this study functionally establishes that pluripotency control is directly linked
to the cell-cycle machinery.Stifling Signals across the Synapse
ANDERSON ET AL., PAGE 593
b-neurexins have a surprisingly distinct and selective role inmaintaining contex-
tual fear memories. They act to trans-synaptically downregulate endocannabi-
noid signaling, an unanticipated pathway present at excitatory hippocampal
neurons.Cell 162, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 457
Transcription Factor Rings in Centrosome
MANDARAMPALLI ET AL., PAGE 580
To control centrosome function and the interactions between centrioles and
pericentriolar material, ATF5 forms a 9-foci symmetrical ring scaffold around
the mother centriole. ATF5 regulates centrosome dynamics in a cell-cycle-
and centriole age-dependent manner, independent of its role as a transcription
factor.Manu-Factor-ing Circadian Rhythms
PARSONS ET AL., PAGE 607
The complex process of generating robust circadian rhythms relies centrally on
a transcription factor expressed in discrete regions of the mammalian brain,
including the suprachiasmatic nucleus, that activates expression of neuropep-
tidergic genes.Dopamine Diversity Decoded
LERNER ET AL., PAGE 635
BEIER ET AL., PAGE 622
Two new studies combine intact-brain circuit interrogation tools, including CLARITY, optogenetics, viral tracing, and fiber
photometry, to reveal the diversity of dopamine neurons in the mammalian brain. Despite sharing dopamine signaling, these
neurons differ in their biophysical properties, wiring, and activity during behavior—distinctions only uncovered by construct-
ing input-output maps and that may underlie functional differences.Close but No Synapse
KASTHURI ET AL., PAGE 648
Automated imaging technologies generate a nanometer-resolution 3D reconstruction of a section of mouse neocortex. The
findings refute the idea that physical proximity is sufficient to predict synaptic connectivity.CRISPR Cutting to Functional Pathways
PARNAS ET AL., PAGE 675
Moving beyond previous applications of genome editing for specific mutant an-
alyses and survival-based screens, CRISPR libraries are leveraged in a large-
scale screen—using protein markers as readouts—to dissect the regulatory
pathways that govern induction of TNF in primary immune cells.Remote Control Mice
JEONG ET AL., PAGE 662
Ultrathin, flexible optofluidic neural probes enable remote wireless delivery of
reagents, as well as optical manipulation in deep brain tissue of freely behaving
animals. Combinatorial optogenetic, pharmacological, and viral approaches
yield a powerful tool for in vivo dissection of neural circuitry.Cell 162, July 30, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 459
